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Epiphany Bread – Rosca de Reyes
Ingredients
1 package (8g)
instant or traditional dry yeast
½ cup
warm milk (approximately 104°F or 40°C)
4 cups
flour
¾ cup
sugar
½ tsp
salt
3
eggs, at room temperature
3
egg yolks, at room temperature
1 large
orange; rind only, finely grated
2 tbsp
orange blossom water (or juice from the orange)
¾ cup
unsalted butter, cut into pieces, at room temperature
Decorations:
½ cup
unsalted butter
¾ cup
flour
½ cup
powdered sugar
1
egg; separated
Crystallized or dried fruit (figs, crystallized papaya, red and green Maraschino cherries)
Granulated sugar
Figurines, dry broad beans or whole almonds (to hide in the bread)
It is very important that all the ingredients are at room temperature, and the
milk is warm but not too hot. Instant yeast may be sprinkled directly with the
rest of the ingredients, but I always like to pre-mix with lukewarm liquid to
give it a head start. Mix warm milk with one tablespoon of flour and one of
sugar from the measured ingredients, then sprinkle yeast on top; after a few
seconds, it should start bubbling and dissolving. Let the yeast mix rise for 10
-15 minutes (photo, right).
Meanwhile, place the rest of the flour in a large bowl, opening the centre to
form a wall, and add the rest of the sugar, the salt, eggs and egg yolks,
grated orange rind, and blossom water (or juice).
Add cubed butter,
incorporating with hands or a spatula; pour bubbling yeast mix in and
continue mixing. Once incorporated loosely, dump mixture onto a clean
working surface; knead the mixture by folding edges over to the centre,
flipping and trying to pick up the dough. This dough is quite manageable,
and this should not take more than a few minutes; continue kneading,
pulling, folding and flipping until the dough becomes elastic, and may be
pulled without breaking and without sticking to hands or surface (about 15
minutes). Form a ball, pinching the dough together towards the centre, of
dough on the working surface; place dough in a slightly greased bowl,
pinched side down, cover with a clean kitchen towel, and let rest in a warm
spot for about one hour.
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In the meantime, prepare two baking sheets by lining with parchment paper. This is also a good
time to prepare the paste for decorations. Place butter, egg yolk, powdered sugar and about 1/2
cup of flour in a bowl, reserving the egg white and the rest of the flour separately; mix ingredients
in the bowl, and gradually add more flour as needed, to obtain a smooth and very light paste. Cut
figs into strips, crystallized papaya into small squares, and half Maraschino cherries.

After one hour, check if the dough has doubled its size; divide into two pieces, and work with one at
a time. Lightly knead the piece and roll into a rope, approximately two feet in length and a cross section of about one inch. Place rope on one of the prepared sheets, connect the ends to form a ring,
wrapping one end around the other; choose a random spot to hide one almond (or figurine, if available), placing it inside the bread from the bottom; pinch the dough around the almond, and flip back
to conceal the spot. Let the ring rest in a warm spot, until it rises again.

To decorate the ring, start with the reserved egg white,
half the paste from the small bowl and granulated sugar;
coat the ring with egg white using a brush; slice small
pieces of paste and form into strips, placing them on the
ring, and sprinkling with granulated sugar. Arrange dried
fruit to finish decorating the ring. Repeat with the other
half of the dough, using the second prepared sheet.
Preheat oven to 375°F (190°C), then place baking sheets
with rings in separate shelves. Let cook for ten minutes,
then switch sheets from bottom to top shelves, and rotate
each sheet 180 degrees, so the side facing the front now
faces the back of the oven; bake for another ten minutes,
or until rings are fully risen and golden brown. Transfer
rings to cooling racks, for at least fifteen minutes.

